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ABSTRACT
The research gave the scientifically grounded definition of the potential opportunities of hospitalreplacement technologies in the improvement of the level of medical care. The research provides the expert
evaluation of the end-to-end performance of hospital-replacement technologies. Experts believe that DH is an
effective form of medical care 52.86±4.2%, and the population’s need in HRC is high 62.86±4.1%.Consistency
of experts’ opinions in the issues between the need in HRC and provision of DH beds in polyclinics is high,
where W=0.66 (p=0.0002). The experts identified high level of demand for DH beds on therapeutic
81.43±3.3%; neurological 61.43±4.1%; cardiac profile 60.0±4.1%. The research results let assess the quality of
medical care in day hospitals and identify methods for improving. Respondents' satisfaction is more connected
with the results of treatment itself. Improvement of the quality of hospital-replacing medical care contributes
to higher demand for DH by among the population and influences respondents' satisfaction.
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INTRODUCTION
In modern conditions of funding focus on broad use of hospital-replacing technologies (HRT) in
hospitals and outpatient organizations is cost-effective[1-6].
Since the establishment of market relations in healthcare, the issue of the quality of medical care is
becoming increasingly relevant [7-10].
Aims of investigation: To assess the quality and efficiency of the provided hospital-replacing medical
care according to experts on the basis of an expert evaluation.
The object of investigation –day hospital.
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY OF INVESTIGATION
Cross-sectional, full study was carried out among 140medical experts in the field of healthcare in
Kazakhstan. Inclusion criterion was medical experts in the field of healthcare.
Formation of the group of potential experts was conducted using a method of «snow ball». The
respondents are experts – highly qualified specialists in the field of healthcare. The investigation material was
based on analytical tables of sociologycal survey.
RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION
The experts highly rated the demand of day hospital (DH) by population 70.0±3.9%,day hospitalbed
support of population in polyclinics both average 54.3±4.2%, and low 32.9±4.0 %.Experts believe that day
hospital is an effective form of delivering medical care 52.86±4.2%, and noted that the need of the population
in hospital-replacing medical care is high 62.86±4.1% (table 1).
Consistency of experts’ opinions in the issues between the need in hospital-replacing medical care
and day hospital bed support of population in polyclinics is high, where W=0.66 (p=0.0002).
Table 1 Cross-table of the demand and needs of the population in hospital-replacing medical care
The day hospital is
in demand by the
population
Disagree
Hard to say
Partially agree
I completely agree
Total

The need of the population for hospital-replacing medical care
No answer
High
Average
Low
Total
%
%
%
%
%
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
2,9±1,4
0,0
0,0
2,9±1,4
0,0
7,1±2,2
18,6±3,3
1,4±1,0
27,1±3,8
1,4±1,0
52,9±4,2
14,3±3,0
1,4±1,0
70,0±3,9
1,4±1,0
62,86±4,1
32,86±4,0
2,9±1,4
100,0
Pearson's correlation coefficient
Level of statistical significance

84.29%±3.1% (n=118) experts believe it necessary to review the formulary list of medicines and
standards of medical care 85.71±3.0% (n=120) (clinical protocols of treatment of patients) in polyclinic
conditions.
Correlation analysis shows that day hospital efficiency has a direct statistically significant connection
with DH development in different levels of health organizations providing hospital-replacing medical care
(p<0.0001). Improvement of the treatment quality in day hospital under polyclinics can have a positive effect
on increasing the population’s need in hospital-replacing medical care71.43%, on reduction of urgent
hospitalization 62.86%, on reduction of house-calls 57.14% (p<0.0001).
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High demand for hospital-replacing medical care among population 62.86% and low DH bed support
of population may determine priority areas to optimize the activities of medical organizations on hospitalreplacing medical care delivery and quality control.
CONCLUSIONS
Improving quality of HRC contributes to higher demand for DH among population and influences the
respondents’ satisfaction.
Currently, the priority of expensive inpatient care to the population is preserved, but the trend of
development and rational use of HRT have favorable results.
Any medical service can find its market segment only if it is carried out at a quite high level.
The research demonstrates the expediency of conducting regular evaluation of the patients’
satisfaction with hospital-replacing medical care.
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